Neon FM™ is an Electrifying rhythm & action game for arcades and mobile. Players pound the five colored panels with their hands to the beat and are scored on their timing.

BEGINNER / PRO MODE

Is this a player's first music game? We reduce the number of buttons to 3 and are much less strict on timing. Is the player a pro? Pro Mode cranks the difficulty and will blast them away for poor play, but has special rewards!

NEW MUSIC TWICE A MONTH

Every 2 weeks we release new music to the game through online updates. Players will check in on your arcade often to see what's new! (Game must be connected to the internet to use this feature)

LOCAL / ONLINE / MOBILE MULTIPLAYER

Neon FM™ machines each support one player, and multiple machines can be linked to support many simultaneous players. Players can compete online or choose to not compete at all and do their own thing!

SMARTPHONE LOGIN

Neon FM™ uses the same patent pending QR login system as other Unit-e games to quickly track players' progress and personalize the game experience. Just point and shoot with your phone to login!

HOW TO PLAY

- Match the colored notes and buttons
- Press the buttons when notes overlap
- Repeatedly press button chains

Dimensions

(W) 1070 x (D) 1135 x (H) 2255 mm
(W) 42.1 x (D) 44.6 x (H) 88.7 inch
200kg / 440.9 lbs / 600W

www.NEONFM.com
facebook.com/neonfmgame